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COUNTY COUNCIL – May 2022
PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

1. Questioner’s name: Alfred Roberts Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

Public Transport Links across Cotswold's between 
Cheltenham and Thames Valley are very poor.
They are especially a problem when EAST WEST 
RAIL the re-opening of the Oxford - Cambridge railway 
and the new Oxford - Chilterns - London train service 
is factored in to the equation.
A restored DEVIATED Cheltenham to Kingham railway 
line would go a long way to alleviating these 
difficulties.
What is the Council's view of restoration of a 
DEVIATED railway between Cheltenham and Kingham 
- DEVIATED where land has been redeveloped in 
Cheltenham, Andoversford and Bourton - on - the - 
Water?

The cost of restoring, with all the required deviations, the route between 
Cheltenham Spa rail station and Kingham rail station would be prohibitively 
expensive. As referred to in the question, parts of the original route, particularly 
through Cheltenham, have been built on since the line was lifted in the mid-
1960s. The suggested scheme is not included in the recently adopted 
Gloucestershire Local Transport Plan (LTP) 2020 – 2041. However, support is 
given in the LTP for improvements to services on the North and South Cotswolds 
lines which provide connectivity with services at Oxford and the wider Thames 
Valley. The priority for the County Council, therefore, is to focus its resources to 
support improvements on existing routes.

2. Questioner’s name: Cath Hodsman Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

I’d like to put a few additional questions to the Council 
concerning the responses I received to the questions  I 
put to the them on the Council's herbicide use at the 
council's public  meeting on the 8th Dec 2021: - 

Chemicals are used as a last resort, in a targeted fashion for the most severe 
weed problems, and in this respect we have moved away from glyphosphate use.  
In addition, for Ragwort, which makes up a significant proportion of the noxious 
weed removal, we pull and remove by hand.  Weed pulling is only viable in certain 
circumstances, for example small areas and doesn’t work well for tap rooted 
weeds, and therefore we continue to investigate alternatives (e.g. steam/hot 
foam) for future use.
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Question 3. Questioner’s Name: Cath Hodsman

1.       You provided me with the name of the 
weed killer the county uses to deal with injurious 
weeds.  It’s ICADE (MAFF No: M19069) This is 
meant to be a safer alternative to glyphosphate 
herbicides and yet on the instructions for its use 
produced by Dow Agro Sciences,  it states that 
it:  “ Causes serious eye irritation. May 
cause damage to organs (Kidney) through 
prolonged or repeated exposure. Very toxic 
to aquatic life with long lasting effects.”

My question is, how can this chemical be classed as 
more acceptable and safer to use?  Why not pull the 
noxious weeds up rather than spray them with 
poisons? 

3. Questioner’s name: Cath Hodsman Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

2.       Question 8. Questioner’s Name: Cath 
Hodsman 

I asked why Gloucestershire can’t go pesticide-free, 
like many other towns, cities and places in the UK.  
You said that you have a legal duty to deal with 
noxious weeds and are committed to protecting 
biodiversity, then my new question to this answer is. 
Why can’t these weeds be pulled up rather than 
sprayed with poisons? Surely there has to be a safer 

Weed pulling is only viable in certain circumstances, for example small areas and 
doesn’t work well for tap rooted weeds, and therefore we continue to investigate 
alternatives (e.g. steam/hot foam) for future use.
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alternative to weed control in the region. Using 
herbicides causes harm to biodiversity, rather than 
protect it. 

I look forward to receiving your responses to these 
questions. 

4. Questioner’s name: Lesley Thomas Respondent’s name: Cllr Kathy Williams

I posed this question to the Council just over a year 
ago at a time when there was public furore regarding 
public, and particularly, female personal safety but the 
respondent came back to me to say that they did not 
know what I meant in asking that question.

As another year has elapsed, and we have again 
faced restrictions on where we can go and what we 
can do, may I pose the question again.  With single 
people, like for like, paying more council tax to 
Gloucestershire County Council than their co-habiting 
equivalents, how did the Council shape it's response in 
terms of the services that it provided to reflect this?  
What particular measures did you put in place to 
reflect that the restrictions would have a 
disproportionate impact on single households and how 
did you recognise that the Council had still asked them 
to pay over a thousand pounds in most cases to cover 
its social services staffing ambitions in each of those 
years?

The council tax rate is set annually and funds a wide range of services for the 
residents of Gloucestershire.  Some of the services the Council provides benefit 
all residents to a degree, for example the quality of our roads.  However, a lot of 
services are focused on supporting the most vulnerable, for example children’s 
and adults social care services.  The most recent spending review allowed local 
authorities to increase their council tax by 1%, known as the Adult Social Care 
precept in order to support the growing demand for such services.  To that end 
many of our services are targeted at vulnerable groups and do not necessarily 
reflect that some of residents live in single occupancy households.

5. Questioner’s name: Adrian Oldman Respondent’s name: Cllr Mark Hawthorne
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As someone who has submitted questions to full 
Council in the past, I note that the timescale for asking 
questions not relating to items on the agenda has 
been brought forward by two days. 

This indicates to me that the current process and 
timings can change. On this basis, I would like to ask 
the Council if it would increase the time for 
questioners to respond to tell you that they wish to ask 
supplementary questions in person. Currently, the 
timescale is in reality just a couple of hours. This 
doesn't allow people who work to arrange time-off, re-
schedule meetings, or for others it doesn't give much 
time to arrange transport to the meeting, child or carer 
cover, and it pre-supposes that the questioner is sitting 
at their laptop etc to look at the answers and take a 
view almost immediately. 

Therefore, to ensure that as many people as possible 
are able to take advantage of this chance to take part 
in the democratic process, for the next full Council, I 
would like to ask the Question: 
 
"Would the appropriate committee agree to extend the 
time period between the publication of the answer to 
the question(s) and the time that the questioner is 
given to decide whether or not to attend the meeting 
to a minimum of 48 hours? 

Unfortunately, it isn’t possible to bring forward the publication of answers to 
questions as this would reduce the time available to respond to those questions.  
Given the number of questions received, we need to make sure officers have 
sufficient time to research and draft answers, and for those to be approved by the 
relevant Councillor(s).  

The answers are published as soon as they are available.

However, the hybrid meeting technology that the Council now has in place means 
that members of the public can, if they wish, dial into a meeting remotely in order 
to ask a supplementary question.

In practice, so long as we know 30 minutes before the meeting begins, we can 
accommodate requests to either attend or to join the meeting remotely.

6. Questioner’s name: Peter Wormington Respondent’s name: Cllr David Gray
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The £30m that GCC are spending on cycling 
infrastructure is great, as is the vision of a cycling 
spine from Stroud to Bishops Cleeve. However the 
county’s target is for 50% growth in cycling.   What part 
of this 50% growth does the council estimate will be 
delivered by the ‘spine’ project, and if this falls short of 
50% what other projects are planned and what 
percentage increase is it hoped that they will each 
deliver to ensure the county meets its stated target?

Gloucestershire’s adopted Local Transport Plan (LTP) sets a target to increase 
cycling across Gloucestershire by 50% from 2015 to 2031. As a target applying to 
the whole of the county, this cannot be achieved by a single project in one 
location and wider scheme priorities have been set in the LTP for further walking 
and cycling investment throughout the county until 2031. 

The Stroud to Bishop’s Cleeve cycle spine was identified as a route of strategic 
importance for safe cycle facilities with the highest potential for growth in the 
county, given the proximity to employment, education and housing. The intention 
is for the cycle spine to become the main arterial link with a series of smaller 
routes running from it.  

It is not practical, or meaningful, to give specific percentage allocations for the 
impact of the spine, or indeed any of the many other schemes.  Rather, the 
schemes, and the numerous other initiatives supported by GCC, should be seen 
as complimentary, contributing to a change in our travel culture, making cycling a 
practical, environmentally sustainable, healthy and popular choice for our 
residents across the County.

7. Questioner’s name: Peter Wormington Respondent’s name: Cllr David Gray

GCC is to sign a contract for 1000 vehicle charging 
points. Can we assume the charging points will use 
only green electricity? If they do, what specific and 
measurable contribution will they make to the councils 
targets for net zero?

The electricity used to power the EV charge points is 100% green energy. 

In its Transport Decarbonisation Plan the government set out its plans for 
achieving net zero through a range of measures including electric vehicle 
charging policies. We are currently developing a local transport decarbonisation 
plan for Gloucestershire and propose to measure the contribution made by our 
own EV charging points by monitoring electrical energy consumption.

8. Questioner’s name: Peter Wormington Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

The GCC target for bus passenger numbers is a 10% The council is continuing to develop a strategy for investment and improvement in 
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increase from 2019 levels by 2025 – a 40% increase 
from 2021 (BSIP).    What backup plans does the 
county have now that the government has not provided 
the funds outlined in the BSIP?

bus services to ensure they are in the best possible health following the impact of 
Covid 19 on passenger levels. This will also help achieve the passenger level 
increase target by 2025. The lack of a funding allocation at this stage of the BSIP 
process does not mean this work ends or the targets reduced.

9. Questioner’s name: Helen Munro Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Grass Cutting In Bishop’s Cleeve

At the March meeting of this Council I asked if the 
grass verges in Bishop’s Cleeve, formerly cut by our 
local housing association, Rooftop, were now included 
ion the County grass cutting schedule and when the 
first cut would happen.  
The reply was that 

“The Local Highways Manager has been in contact 
with Tewkesbury Borough Council and has agreed the 
way forward in this area. 

The areas that form part of the publicly maintainable 
highway will now be included in Tewkesbury Borough 
Council’s cutting regime on behalf of GCC. 

The grass cutting schedule will be determined by 
Tewkesbury Borough Council and further information 
will be available from them concerning their 
operations.” 

Unfortunately this does not seem to reflect Tewksbury 
Borough Council’s understanding of the position. As at 
April 19th TBC has advised that it is not responsible for 
this land, it has no agreement in place with the County 
Council  for this land and that all complaints need to be 

This area was highlighted at the end of last summer and further discussions have 
been undertaken with Tewkesbury Borough Council concerning the grass cutting 
in this area.  This area will be included in the area cut by TBC on GCC’s 
behalf. We are unsure of the programme of grass cutting for Tewkesbury Borough 
Council, but the wider county grass cut is not programmed to start until the end of 
this month.  Officers will go back to our colleagues at TBC to ensure there is 
clarity of the plans for grass cutting this year and ensure this area is not missed.
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directed to the County Highways team. Tewkesbury 
Borough Council confirmed this is still the position as 
at May 5th.

It’s not appropriate that it should be up to individual 
councillors to resolve such matters between two 
councils. The grass still hasn’t been cut.

So please can the County Council confirm that it has 
reached an agreed position with Tewkesbury Borough 
Council or another grass cutting provider to cut the 
County owned grass in Bishop’s Cleeve formerly cut 
by Rooftop and please can the date of the first cut be 
advised. If there is no contract in place, please can the 
County Council advise of its interim arrangements for 
the grass to be cut.

The grass is still growing and the lack of cutting just 
isn't fair on local residents who are pretty fed up.

10. Questioner’s name: Keith Terry Respondent’s name: Cllr Carole Allaway Martin

Regarding The Elms, Residential, Nursing and Respite 
Care Home, Stonehouse

How much of any reduction in demand can be 
attributed to fear of Covid infection and may, therefore, 
be short term?

The Elms residential home was under occupied prior to the recent pandemic. 
More people are taking the decision to stay independent in their own homes and 
communities; making use of technologies and living aids to support their health & 
care needs.

11. Questioner’s name: Keith Terry Respondent’s name: Cllr Carole Allaway Martin

Has the Council recognised the detriment to wellbeing, 
health and survival caused to residents required to 

We have taken into account a number of pieces of evidence in relation to 
managing the impact of any potential closures including our own experience in 
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leave closed Care Homes? (Forced relocation 
between nursing homes: residents’ health outcomes 
and potential moderators JM Holder & D Jolley, 
Cambridge University Press 19 October 2012)
What affordable Respite, Nursing and Residential care 
will remain available in Stonehouse?

What is the timescale for development of the site?

Where (and how) will residents be dispersed?

What assurances are made for their continuing care?

managing the impact on staff and residents.

On average a new development would take three to four years. We would aim to 
have a new facility in place in approximately 2025.

Should the home close the choice of new homes will be managed in consultation 
with the residents, their families and friends and will depend on the individual 
needs and circumstances of each individual

Should the home close all residents will be allocated an Adult Social Care 
practitioner to assess their needs and support them to make informed choices.

12. Questioner’s name: Keith Terry Respondent’s name: Cllr Carole Allaway Martin

How confident are the Council that redeveloped 
facilities can attract the required number of Carers? 
Research suggests that a substantial number of 
Carers made redundant do not return to the sector.  
(Skillsforcare.org.uk)

Should the home close the aim is that the majority of staff will find alternative 
employment within their current employers staffing teams.

13. Questioner’s name: Keith Terry Respondent’s name: Cllr Carole Allaway Martin

Loss of Residential Care places has an obvious 
negative impact on Bed Blocking in NHS Hospitals.  
Was this considered in plans for development?

The decision to manage the market and the work we undertake as part of wider 
system flow are linked. Some of these discussions are outlined in the Cabinet 
report. The two areas of work, though linked are not interdependent.

14. Questioner’s name Chas Townley Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith
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Referral of Objected Definitive Map Modification 
Orders to the Secretary of State

In a 2020 Definitive Map Modification Order decision 
concerning a footpath in Lincolnshire the inspector was 
asked to rule on an objector’s costs application (link 
below), whilst the Inspector ultimately did not award 
costs, it was determined that there had been 
unreasonable behaviour by the Surveying Authority 
with the Inspector noting:-  

“ The nearly 30-year delay between the Council 
reaching a decision to make an Order and the 
making of the Order is clearly unreasonable. As 
set out in my interim decision, it leads to 
difficulties for applicants and other interested 
parties. It is contrary to the advice contained in 
paragraph 4.13 of Defra Circular 1/09.”  
(paragraph 35) 

“Surveying authorities should put in sufficient 
resources to undertake their statutory duties.” 
(paragraph 37)

The Council has only referred 4 orders to the 
Secretary of State in the last 10 years, and  there are 
33 objected orders (the oldest of which was applied for 
on 29 October 1990) and 11 have been with the 
Council for more than 20 years and 18 with the Council 
for between 10 and 20 years. 

Recent correspondence with the Council, gives no 
assurance that any objected orders, which may result 

The Lincolnshire case cited relates to a delay in publishing the order to add the 
claimed path, not a delay in submitting a contested order.

As you have been previously advised, submission of contested orders is in 
accordance with the statement of priorities set out in the Rights of Way 
Improvement Plan.  On occasion we may submit applications ‘out of turn’ where 
pragmatically we can (for example) secure the removal of an objection or where 
an objection is legally irrelevant.  However, there is no policy to not refer 
applications which may result in a Public Inquiry.

Additional resource has been agreed by Council in the 2022/23 budget and 
officers are in the process of recruiting to these positions. Whilst there are no 
current plans to further increase that resource, the situation will continue to be 
monitored.P
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in a formal inquiry, will be referred to the Secretary of 
State at any time in the foreseeable future. What 
assurance is the Cabinet Member able to give that 
resources will be further increased to ensure that the 
County Council fully complies with its statutory duties 
to maintain an up to date and accurate definitive map 
coverage? 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/up
loads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/941717/ro
w_3210139_costs_decision.pdf 

15. Questioner’s name: Chas Townley Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Under the previous 1949 legislation the provision of a 
definitive map was only discretionary within the former 
County Borough of Gloucester and whilst the City 
Council determined to maintain a definitive map for 
most of the City, part of city area is not covered. On 
the 28 February 1983, under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981,  it became a statutory duty for 
the County Council to produce a definitive map for the 
whole county. On current plans, on what date will the 
definitive map for the exempted area of the City be 
published? 

There is no current timetable to republish a Definitive Map for the Gloucester City 
area; however, any Orders confirmed as a result of a Definitive Map Modification 
Order (DMMO) or Dedication will contain/be accompanied by a Legal Event 
Modification Order, which will add to the current City PROW provision.

16. Questioner’s name: Adrian Oldman Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

The County Council has included and has previously 
committed to the installation of two Real Time 
Passenger Information (RTPI) screens in Stroud 
District in 2022/23. These will not be funded by monies 
from either the BSIP or the District Council's LEF bid, 

No BSIP funding was required for any previously committed installation of RTPI 
screens in the county, everything that has been committed to should take place in 
2022/23.
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so are now urgently required. Can the Council please 
put a timescale to the installation of these units and 
confirm the two sites.

17. Questioner’s name: Adrian Oldman Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

Dransfield Estates Ltd, the owners of Stroud's Five 
Valleys shopping centre also own land adjoining the 
Merryfields bus stop area in Stroud. They have had 
designs drawn up to significantly improve the customer 
and bus service users experience in the area of 
Merryfields. Will the Council commit to meeting with 
Dransfield and representatives of Stroud town Council 
and Stroud District Council with a view to costing and 
making detailed improvement plans for the area?  

The success of such a project depends on the active involvement and inclusion of 
the County Council, Shopping Centre and local tiers of government in Stroud. We 
are aware of current plans to improve the offer and would be delighted to meet 
with any representative.

18. Questioner’s name: Adrian Oldman Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

Now that the Council's BSIP has failed to be awarded 
Government money, the County's bus network is short 
of £millions of investment. What plans does the 
Council have to deliver bus improvements in the 
County? When will it publish these detailed plans as 
far as they affect Stroud District residents, who will 
gain no benefit from the transport hub at Arle Court 
Park and Ride or the rolling out the new rural on 
demand bus services in the Forest of Dean and 
Cotswolds?

The Council is working to sustain the existing bus network, parts of which have 
lost significant levels of patronage since the pandemic. There will also be a 
promotional campaign to attract people to the bus. Additional work is underway to 
develop a strategy for much higher levels of bus priority on the main bus 
corridors. This work will include consideration of the scope for making 
improvements in Stroud and the route through Stonehouse to the A38 corridor 
towards Gloucester. This will take into account the new developments proposed 
in the Stroud Local Plan.  Information relating to this will be released publicly at an 
appropriate point during the proposal development.

19. Questioner’s name: Adrian Oldman Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

What plans does the Council have to extend through 
ticketing across the county in general and in Stroud 

Multi-operator ticketing remains a high priority for the council however all councils 
have been advised by the DfT to await the development of a national back-office 
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district in particular, and what are the timescales by 
which bus users can expect to be able to benefit from 
through ticketing? 

system before progressing any further. This will prevent the risk of lost investment 
into bespoke systems and help ensure integration between systems. Once this is 
available, we will move this forward as a priority.

20. Questioner’s name: Adrian Oldman Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

Given the Government has announced the withdrawal 
of subsidy for Councils under the CV19 support 
scheme for buses in October 2022, what plans does 
the Council have for bus route funding after the end of 
the subsidy? 

The Council is working to support the existing bus network, both commercial and 
subsidised. The overall aim is to improve the efficiency of the bus network, to 
encourage more patronage through a promotional campaign, and to focus limited 
resources appropriately in light of the reduced passenger numbers and increased 
cost of operation.

21. Questioner’s name: Adrian Oldman Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson
Almost half (43%) of the councils that applied for 
funding for their BSIPs were successful. Does the 
Council accept that its inability to attract funding under 
this scheme means that it has to change tack, and 
work with bus users and the constituent district 
councils in order to improve the county's bus network? 

As highlighted in my response to earlier questions (including Members Question 
number 5) we remain fully committed to our public transport network in the county 
and are pressing ahead with our Enhanced Partnership work and investment in 
bus priority measures. We will review the DfT’s feedback on our BSIP submission 
before drawing any further conclusions.
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 COUNTY COUNCIL – May 2022
Members’ Questions 

1. Questioner’s name: Cllr Paul Hodgkinson Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

At a recent meeting to discuss persistent flooding, 
organised in the Cotswolds, it was agreed that there 
should be a single point of contact in the event of an 
emergency rather than the myriad of contacts 
residents and parishes have to trawl through.  

Can the Cabinet Member confirm that he is aware of 
this, that as the Lead Local Flood Authority GCC will 
assume this responsibility and how this single contact 
will be passed to my residents and local councils?

Whilst I was unable to attend the meeting in question, officers advise me that it 
was agreed that it would be preferable to have a single point of contact for all 
emergency flooding enquiries. However, whilst the County Council as Lead 
Local Flood Authority has a coordinating function for other Risk Management 
Authorities it was also stated that, as there are a number of agencies involved, 
it is impractical at the current time for one agency to act on behalf of others. If 
there is a danger to life during a flood event, the continued advice is to call 
999. A list of emergency contacts and a wealth of further information on how to 
prepare for, respond to and recover from flooding is provided in the County 
Council’s Flood Guide – available on our website. 

2. Questioner’s name: Cllr Colin Hay Respondent’s name: Cllr Mark Hawthorne

To: The Leader

How much is GCC spending for the Tour of Britain to 
start in Tewkesbury and finish in Gloucester?

The Tour of Britain event organisers require that the hosting costs for the event 
are kept confidential.  These are deemed commercially sensitive as they 
impact on the organiser’s ability (and GCC’s) to secure partner sponsorship 
relating to the event.  The Tour of Britain do complete a thorough economic 
appraisal for the event once it has been staged and we would expect that this 
work is shared with the Council and available to the public.

3. Questioner’s name: Cllr Colin Hay Respondent’s name: Cllr Mark Hawthorne

To: The Leader

How much did GCC spend when the Tour of Britain 
finished in Cheltenham in 2017?

The hosting of the stage finish and funding for such was led by Cheltenham 
Borough Council in 2017, as the event only represented a stage finish in 
Cheltenham in 2017.
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No direct costs were paid by GCC to the event organiser or Cheltenham 
Borough Council.  The County did however rightly work closely with CBC to 
undertake any requirements or responsibilities as the Highway Authority to 
ensure that the event could take place both safely and legally.  

4. Questioner’s name: Cllr Roger Whyborn Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

How many miles of road resurfacing or patching is 
planned along the 105 mile route of Stage 6 of the 
Tour of Britain (the vast bulk of which is taking place 
in Gloucestershire) to enable the professional cyclists 
to safely travel through our county?

Work is still underway to assess the overall condition of the route and therefore 
the remedial work that is planned to be undertaken.  No additional resurfacing 
schemes are planned along the route that are not already in the Council’s 
forward resurfacing programme.

Defect repair will be undertaking in line with the Council’s Safety Inspection 
Manual. Some additional patching and repair of more minor defects will be 
undertaken along the route for stage 6.  Repairs will be selected and consistent 
with the level of risk associated with a group of around 120 cyclists riding at 25-
30 mph on either side of the road.

The patching and minor defect repair is also being selected to ensure that 
wherever possible the additional work undertaken on the route will represent 
preventative work that will off-set work costs of future defect maintenance.

5. Questioner’s name: Cllr Roger Whyborn Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

The Dept of Transport declined to support Bus Back 
Better funding to this Council along with 70% of the 
applicants, citing lack of ambition in the failed bids. 
While this does not sound like a coherent 
Government national plan to improve bus transport, it 
clearly raises serious questions for this Council: 

• How much money was lost to the county through the 
failed GCC bid?

• What is the likely impact on bus services in 
Gloucestershire?

Whilst this wasn’t a direct bid for funding, our outline of funding required to 
meet the aims of the BSIP to the DfT was £49m.

No revenue funding for existing services was included in this funding so, the 
GCC subsidy budget is not depleted by this decision. What it does mean is that 
we cannot immediately invest in things such as discounted travel and 
infrastructure proposals on the scale we had in mind. However, we are looking 
at alternative paths for funding these projects alongside ongoing work with the 
DfT to make sure we are prepared for any future round of funding.  

Noting that 48 out of 79 Authorities were not successful in this round of 
funding, we will continue to work with our Local Authority network to influence 
DfT to bring forward alternatives and any future rounds of funding.
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• What are the administration's plans to make up for 
this shortfall?

• Given that this subject affects citizens across the 
County, will the cabinet member consider launching 
an all-party working group on bus service 
improvements?

Despite this we are pushing forward with our Enhanced Partnership work 
including:

- a Board to coordinate investment;
- £2.6m of GCC funds agreed in the Medium Term Financial Strategy for 

investment in bus priority measures; and
- £1.352m of DfT grant funding for two new Demand Responsive 

Transport services in the county. 
In addition, we will be taking up the DfT’s offer to fund a BSIP officer post for 
the next 3 years.

An all-party working group is unnecessary.  Scrutiny already fulfils this purpose.

6. Questioner’s name: Cllr Paul Baker Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

How many requests for crossings have been received 
in each of the last 5 years, and how many have been 
installed in Gloucestershire over this same time?

The need for pedestrian crossings is driven from a variety of different sources 
including development, safety, increased pedestrian demand, improved 
accessibility requirements and stakeholder requests.  These key drivers can 
result in the delivery of a range of measures ranging from anything from an 
informal dropped kerb crossing to a signalised Toucan Crossing.  In some 
instances, the solution may not be related to a crossing provision at all, where 
perhaps parking layouts are changed to improve visibility or speeds are 
lowered on the road.

Given the rationale and range of crossings or solutions are so wide ranging the 
Council does not retain records of the number of requests received or the 
number of crossing facilities delivered over this period.    

7. Questioner’s name: Cllr Paul Baker Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Does the Cabinet Member agree with me that safe 
crossings in our communities are essential to improve 
pedestrian safety, to persuade people to walk to 
schools, shops or work rather than to drive and to 
make our communities feel safer?

Pedestrian and cyclist crossings that are introduced appropriately and where 
there is sufficient demand can improve safety, provide greater priority to 
sustainable travel and reduce severance. 

However, crossing facilities are just one of the tools we use and have available 
to us to encourage more people to walk and cycle supporting the Council’s 
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aspirations of reducing carbon emissions.  Other measures might include 
reducing speed limits, providing better street lighting, reallocating road space to 
pedestrians and cyclists and providing educational road safety materials for 
schools.

8. Questioner’s name: Cllr Paul Baker Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

The pedestrianised section of Cheltenham’s 
Promenade, paved with York stone, has become a 
maze of crazy paving, when can we expect GCC to 
replace the cracked and damaged slabs?

GCC works closely across teams to ensure paved areas are replaced following 
utility works.  Other areas of safety concern are picked up through routine 
inspections and scheduled for repair.  Sometimes a temporary repair in tarmac 
is completed by utilities or our teams if the slab needs to be removed before 
replacing it, or if specialist materials such as York Stone need to be ordered.  
Permanent slab replacement is then grouped and programmed.  The 
legislation typically allows utilities to make a permanent repair within 6 months; 
GCC teams do follow up these timescales for permanent repair with the 
utilities.

9. Questioner’s name: Cllr Paul Baker Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

What enforcement action does GCC undertake 
against contractors who fail to fully reinstate paved 
areas within the prescribed timescale and how many 
enforcements actions have been taken in Cheltenham 
in the last 2 years?

We have raised over 750 defects charges in the last two years, utility 
companies are required to rectify these defects at no cost to the council, each 
remediated defect carries a two-year warranty. We have had issues with some 
defects taking longer period to resolve, but we revisit regularly and reserve the 
defect if the works are not completed.

10. Questioner’s name: Cllr Paul Baker Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

The new Leckhampton High School, due to open in 
less than four months, will eventually take 900 pupils, 
many from my own division.  For more than a year I 
have been calling for a walking and cycling audit to 
be carried out yet, despite repeated requests, this still 
hasn’t been done.  Can the Cabinet Member tell me 
why and confirm that this will take place and analysed 
before September?

As part of the planning application for this school, a detailed Transport 
Assessment was submitted which covered the area where most pupils are 
expected to live and the routes that they are expected to take to school. 
Walking and cycling would have been considered as part of this Transport 
Assessment, ensuring that most people are able to walk or cycle to school. 

However, the area you have identified for an audit lies beyond this and we 
cannot require the developer to complete or fund a specific walking and cycling 
route audit here. This area is still in the scope of our Local Cycling and Walking 
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Infrastructure Plan and officers have met you on site as they explore the 
feasibility of improved pedestrian crossing facilities at key locations on Old Bath 
Road. Officers have commissioned speed and pedestrian surveys and have 
proactively identified funding which will be critical to taking forward any 
scheme. In addition, our Think travel team will be working with feeder schools 
and the New High School Leckhampton to support cycle and pedestrian 
training going forward.

11 Questioner’s name: Cllr Lisa Spivey Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Can the Cabinet Member confirm the number of 
compensation claims this council has received from 
motorists over the last ten years, broken down per 
annum?

Apr-Dec 2014 – 184.
2015 – 384.
2016 – 540.
2017 – 444.
2018 – 1052.
2019 – 564.
2020 – 719.
2021 – 548.
2022 to date – 186.

Data prior to April 2014 is not available.

12. Questioner’s name: Cllr Lisa Spivey Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Can the Cabinet Member confirm the proportion of 
successful claims over the same period per year, the 
total amounts claimed and the amounts paid out to 
motorists?

Apr-Dec 2014 – value of claims not available, 10 paid, value paid £7090.72
2015 – value of claims not available, 18 paid, value paid £5,802.06
2016 – value of claims not available, 28 paid, value paid £11,610.31
2017 – value of claims not available, 23 paid, value paid £18,232.47
2018 – value of claims not available, 117 paid, value paid £32,414.20
2019 – value of claims Apr-Dec 2019 £112,982.50, 61. paid, value paid 
£35,158.00
2020 – value of claims £232,780.29, 34 paid, value paid £11,412.00
2021 – value of claims £196,017.18, 36 paid, value paid £9,256.20
2022 to date – value of claims £53,756.00, 2 paid, value paid £400.50

13. Questioner’s name: Cllr Lisa Spivey Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith
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Can the Cabinet Member confirm how these figures 
compare to our statistical neighbours?

GCC’s current repudiation rate remains well above 90% - standard 
performance across the industry is around 60%.

14. Questioner’s name: Cllr Lisa Spivey Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

A resident of mine contacted the highways team at 
the start of April seeking compensation for a 
destroyed tyre as a result of a pothole along the 
A429.  Ringway responded, rejecting his claim, 
stating that the road was inspected the week before 
this incident, finding that the pothole was not severe 
enough for immediate repair.  A week after his 
incident, they reinspected the road and found that the 
pothole was so severe that it merited repair within 2 
hours.  

Can the Cabinet Member please comment on 
whether he agrees with Ringway’s assessment that 
this case merits a rejection of my resident’s 
compensation claim, and if so, why? 

Defects/potholes can sometimes develop quickly and warrant an increased 
response time. The defect present during the inspection may not have 
warranted immediate intervention as a safety defect within the criteria set out in 
our Safety Inspection Manual.  It is difficult to comment on this individual case, 
but we would be happy for our Risk Manager to formally review this claim if 
further details can be provided.

15. Questioner’s name: Cllr Lisa Spivey Respondent’s name: Cllr David Gray

Can the Cabinet Member please confirm how the 
introduction of a booking system has impacted on 
numbers using the HRCs.  Specifically, can he:

• Advise on the total number of users before the 
introduction of lockdown measures (2018/19) and the 
total number of users now, with the booking system in 
place (2021/22)

• And advise on his understanding on the amount of 
fly-tipping that has been seen across the county

The total number of users in 2018/19 is not known as traffic counting measures 
were not in place.

During 2021/22 there were 554,914 visits made to the HRCs.  Some 634,000 
appointments are currently available annually.

Management of fly-tipping is a district council function, however, information 
published by DEFRA shows that 4,355 incidents of fly-tipping were recorded in 
Gloucestershire in 2018/19 and 7,488 incidents in 2020/21. 
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16. Questioner’s name: Cllr Steve Robinson Respondent’s name: Cllr Carole Allaway Martin

Following the consultation on the proposed closure of The 
Elms Care Home, Stonehouse, if the decision is agreed to 
close the home, will a new care home be built on that site?

Should the decision be made to recommission The Elms, the site will be used 
as a care facility. This could be a nursing home or a housing with care facility or 
a combination of both.

17. Questioner’s name: Cllr Steve Robinson Respondent’s name: Cllr Carole Allaway Martin 

Does the Cabinet Member agree that one reason for 
closing The Elms is the difficulty in recruiting staff?  
We are told that more elderly people wish to stay in 
their own homes.  Does the Cabinet Member think 
that it will be any easier to recruit domiciliary staff?

The Cabinet report outlines plans for improving the way home care is delivered, 
these plans are linked to workforce development across the Health & Social 
Care sector.

18. Questioner’s name: Cllr Chloe Turner Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

The updated Highway Code contains some very 
significant changes in relation to road priority, 
particular in relation to pedestrians crossing at 
junctions, shared spaces, positioning for cyclists and 
other changes relating to revisions to the hierarchy of 
road users. I was pleased to see the council’s 
communication team put out some basic comms on 
the changes when the revised code was issued 
earlier this year. However, it was a short and limited 
campaign for what is one of the Highway Code’s 
biggest ever overhauls. I’m very concerned that the 
majority of Gloucestershire’s drivers will be unaware 
of the details of the changes, and that they could 
therefore put more vulnerable road users at risk. Will 
the Cabinet consider a more prominent and 
prolonged campaign (including street signage and 
other mechanisms targeted at older drivers who may 
not pick up social media coverage)? - it seems to me 
that as the Highways Authority, the council has a duty 
of care here.

The Highway Code changes were covered nationally at the time of release in 
the papers and on TV.  Our local campaign was to supplement this national 
release.  We will however raise the feedback in or regular discussions with DfT.
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19. Questioner’s name: Cllr Chloe Turner Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

What are the next steps for the Bus Service 
Improvement Plan? In the absence of any Bus Back 
Better funding, will councillors be briefed on what can 
and can’t now be achieved using existing funding, 
and any plans to fill the funding gap for the rest?

GCC officers have written to the DfT to outline our ambition for buses and 
asked for further feedback on our Bus Service Improvement Plan (BSIP). We 
are also considering asking an external expert to review our BSIP and general 
ambitions for buses in order to ensure that GCC is more successful in future 
funding rounds.  Alongside the 70% of authorities unsuccessful in this round of 
funding we will continue to push DfT on future funding rounds and 
opportunities.

In the meantime, we are seeking funding through the Gloucestershire 
Economic Growth Joint Committee to develop a strategic outline case for our 
Mass Rapid Transit project and have earmarked funding to develop express 
bus routes in line with our BSIP ambitions. The aim of these express bus 
routes is to improve conditions for buses to make them more attractive as a 
mode, increasing passenger numbers which will allow higher bus frequencies 
and further investment in buses. We hope that a GCC allocation of £2.6 million 
for bus priority at junctions will help us kickstart this objective over the coming 
years, starting to improve bus services across Gloucestershire. We are also 
talking to bus operators to discuss potential future bids for bus electrification 
and have started work on an Interchange Hub strategy for Gloucestershire, 
which will conclude this financial year. 

20. Questioner’s name: Cllr Chloe Turner Respondent’s name: Cllr David Gray

Parish and town councillors were told that they could 
expect to be invited to “piggy back” on the council’s 
EV charger contract around Christmas time for their 
own local installations, and then in the new year we 
were advised that there had been some slippage in 
signing the contract, but that they could expect to 
hear imminently. To my knowledge, there has still 
been no communication with the parishes/towns from 
GCC on this. What is going on here please?

Last month we entered into a formal contract with Connected Kerb, an EV 
charge point operator and appointed our own ULEV Programme Manager. As 
part of the mobilisation process, we held a joint briefing for the six district 
councils to explain how the contract works and we have been reviewing 
charger locations with Connected Kerb. 

In parallel we have expressed interest in government LEVI funding for chargers 
in rural towns and parishes. We have been in touch with a few interested 
parish councils and have recently contacted the Gloucestershire Association of 
Parish and Town Councils to establish how we can best engage with all their 
members.
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We will send communications out to parishes in the near future to seek their 
views and provide details about how to potentially be involved.

21. Questioner’s name: Cllr Chloe Turner Respondent’s name: Cllr Dave Norman

What is the nature of the lease under which the 
proposed new Stroud Library premises will be 
procured ie how are the payments structured over the 
term of the lease? What will happen at the end of the 
(I believe 25 year) lease? In the absence of a 
freehold (assuming the council plans to sell the 
existing building), what measures will be taken now to 
ensure that there is adequate funding to continue 
providing this venue (or an equivalent or better one) 
for the library on an ongoing basis from year 25 on?

Discussions are ongoing regarding an annual rent to be paid quarterly in 
advance for a period of 25 years within the legislative framework of the 
Landlord and Tenant Act 1954. The continuation of funding beyond year 25 will 
be a matter for future budgetary decisions and library use and needs. 

22. Questioner’s name: Cllr Alex Hegenbarth Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

With the extensive road works modifying the Hyde 
Lane/A435 junction, some of the road planning 
decisions have left road users confused and have 
resulted in several near misses. Could the Cabinet 
Member please explain:

 
A) What is the purpose of the new small merge lane 
by the junction? Presumably its to allow busses to re-
enter the traffic but if so, why not demarcate it as 
such, and why let other road users use it?

B) Why are there no (even temporary) new road 
layout signs near the junction to warn users of the 
changes?  

The purpose of the merge lane is to allow all southbound traffic to utilise both 
traffic lanes approaching and exiting the junction to improve flows through the 
junction and reduce congestion. Although buses will be in the left-hand lane 
due to the location of the bus lane it is not a lane dedicated to buses only. 

The site remains under the temporary traffic management restrictions until the 
works are completed and the new road layout ahead signs will be erected at 
the earliest opportunity prior to being fully open to traffic.

23. Questioner’s name: Cllr Alex Hegenbarth Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith
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After numerous requests, Highways have been 
unable to provide me with even a preliminary start 
date for the resurfacing of Church Road in Bishop’s 
Cleeve, despite us now being a month into the new 
financial year. 

 
Considering the impact the resurfacing works will 
have on businesses, bus routes, and local residents, 
can the Cabinet Member provide the people of 
Bishop’s Cleeve with a date?

Schemes are programmed in the most appropriate order with those requiring 
delivery during a specific season, due to the type of material being 
laid, attended to first. These tend to be the routes taking high volumes of traffic 
where the most robust materials are required, or surface treatments which 
again require the optimum climatic conditions to achieve the best results.

Church Road is in neither of these categories, it will be resurfaced this financial 
year but at this time it is only possible to confirm it will be after October.

As always dates will be shared with members, the local parish town businesses 
and affected residents as soon as possible.

24. Questioner’s name: Cllr Beki Hoyland Respondent’s name: Cllr Lynden Stowe

Our situation with our iPads and IT is simply not 
acceptable.  It is impossible for Councillor’s to do their 
work on an iPad anyway, but now that we only have 
access to emails for 30 days it is absolutely intolerable. 

If the Council cannot provide laptops for Councillors 
then moving Office 365 onto Councillors own devices 
should be an absolute priority. 

As Greens we want to minimise travel, having to 
come into Shire Hall from our rural areas is simply not 
sustainable, for our time or the carbon cost of the 
extra travel.

How will you improve the situation and when will you be 
able to action this?

I am pleased to say that we have had some success working on the long-term 
solution to move to M365 in the cloud. Members are at the front of that rollout 
and we are hoping to have that in place in a matter of weeks. 

Once members are migrated to the cloud via our 365 hosted solution the issue 
of 30-day restriction on iPads will no longer apply.

In the meantime, if Members have any concerns please contact Sherrill Holder.

Also, if any members require a laptop rather than an iPad, this can be 
arranged. 

25. Questioner’s name: Cllr Linda Cohen Respondent’s name: Cllr Mark Hawthorne

Why is there no mention of education at the Levelling 
Up conference and why did they not put in place an 
event where all County Councillors could attend?

This event is taking place following a Council Motion in December 2021 which 
committed to focussing on ‘levelling up’ the twelve LSOAs (Lower-layer Super 
Output Areas) in Gloucestershire that fall among the ten percent ‘most 
deprived’ in England (as identified by the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019). 
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The event will hear what is taking place in communities covering all topic areas 
– employment and skills, education, health and wellbeing, children and 
families.
Due to the capacity of the meeting room we can’t accommodate all County 
Councillors in person, but all members can join virtually if they wish to do so.

26. Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Could the Cabinet Member please advise what the 
average length of journeys by bicycle are in our 
county?

The National Travel Survey, collects the most accurate data on average trip 
length for bicycles. In 2019 data for the Southwest region, NTS9910, states 
that the average cycle trip length for the Southwest region was just over 6 km 
and national statistics from Sustrans and Cycling UK suggest an average cycle 
trip is around 3.5 miles (5.5km) in England.  Average length of journeys are 
currently calculated across regions rather than specifically for Gloucestershire. 

27. Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

My long-suffering constituents living on Netherwood 
Gardens have pavements that have not been 
properly repaired following utility works that in many 
cases do not appear to have been completed 
correctly, such as cabling laid too shallow.  Could the 
Cabinet Member please advise when this will be 
repaired to a suitable standard, and give me an 
assurance that the Council Tax Payer will not be left 
picking up the costs?

We defect all utility excavations if the contractor fails to reinstated to the New 
Roads and Streetworks Act 1991 Specifications.

We have had a number of issues, particularly with City Fibre and their 
contractor Kier regarding slabbed areas, we insist that slabs are replaced with 
new, but we have had issues with the laying of these slabs, meaning they are 
breaking as soon as a vehicle drives on them. All defects are rectified at the 
contractor’s cost, with no cost to GCC. We continue to work with City Fibre to 
find a resolution to this issue.

28. Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

In recent months, residents in Alstone Avenue, 
Alstone Croft, Arle Avenue, Arle Road, Byron Road, 
and Millbrook Street, have suffered or are suffering 
multiple street lighting outages that take a long time, 
and in some cases multiple visits, to repair.  In 
response to previous questions, the Cabinet Member 
has stated that the infrastructure has been in place for 

The street lighting team are aware of all the street lighting outages that are due 
to underground cable failures/damage in these areas and continue to work with 
the electricity company, Western Power Distribution (WPD) to have them 
repaired. As these cables are underground and not visible, the damage can be 
challenging to identify and repair.

The ownership of the vast majority of underground electricity cabling to 
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many years.  Could the Cabinet Member please 
advise what investment plans the Council has to 
ensure ageing street lighting infrastructure is replaced 
before it becomes unreliable and suffers multiple 
failures? 

streetlights is owned by WPD and therefore the council would not be investing 
any funds in replacing/renewing this electricity cable infrastructure. We have 
not been notified of any planned asset replacement projects by WPD, for these 
areas in the foreseeable future.

We do, however, invest between £400k and £500k annually to test and replace 
street lighting equipment (steel columns) that fail structural integrity testing.

29. Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr David Gray

Some of these roads experiencing multiple street 
lighting outages are on my current list for resurfacing 
and, as terraced streets without off-street parking, 
would benefit from having the lamp columns 
upgraded to support EV charging and other SLaaP 
(Street Light as a Platform) enabled technologies.  
Given that the public would rightly be upset if a newly 
resurfaced road was dug up, could the Cabinet 
Member give me an assurance that there will be 
investment in or renewal of the street lighting cabling 
infrastructure to support EV charging on terraced 
streets, and that these works will be completed before 
the roads are resurfaced?

It is not currently the council’s policy to utilise street lighting equipment for the 
purposes of EV charging. Therefore, there isn’t currently any investment 
planned for upgrading street lighting equipment for this purpose.

Should this policy change in the future then the street lighting equipment and 
underground electricity cable infrastructure will require significant upgrades.

30. Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith
The Conservatives have unconditionally endorsed 
Cheltenham Civic Society's manifesto ahead of the 
recent Cheltenham Borough Council elections. The 
manifesto they endorsed highlighted the mess that 
GCC has made of Cheltenham's roads and 
pavements.  With the manifesto setting a deadline of 
31 March 2023 for these to be fixed and the cheap 
tarmac to be replaced with matching paving stones, 
can the Cabinet Member confirm and detail how he 
will see this pledge through and fix Cheltenham's 
High Street by this date?

The question refers to endorsements made by Cheltenham Borough Council 
Candidates and hence the manifesto commitments of the successful 
candidates should be referred to the Borough Council.  

The Area Highways Team work closely with our Street Works Team to ensure 
paved areas are replaced following utility works.  Other areas of safety concern 
are picked up and repaired by our Safety Inspectors and Highways Teams.  
Sometimes a temporary repair in tarmac is completed if the slab needs to be 
removed before replacing it.  This work is then programmed for a permanent 
slab replacement and this programme is on-going.
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31. Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Could the Cabinet Member please confirm whether 
the Council has powers under the New Roads and 
Street Works Act to “suspend the use of tarmac infills 
on pavements and pedestrianised areas” and can 
seek have areas marked as dangerous or hazardous 
with temporary barriers or cones until they can be 
repaired and reinstated to the correct standard, as per 
paragraph ten of the Cheltenham Civic Society’s 
manifesto?

Utility companies have six months from the completion of the works to reinstate 
the correct material, if they go past this period we issue defects on the affected 
reinstatement, to ensure that these costs are picked up by the contractor. If 
there are dangerous reinstatements utility companies have to make safe within 
2 hours. Please report situations of this nature to 
streetworks@gloucestershire.gov.uk

32. Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

Bus RTI in Cheltenham is missing from many of the 
stops on the High Street, where my constituents wait 
for buses such as the A, D, E and F which serve St 
Mark’s and St Peter’s.  Given that bus RTI at such 
key town centre locations is important for encouraging 
modal shift, and given the council’s unsuccessful bid 
into the Bus Back Better scheme, could the Cabinet 
Member please advise how these much needed 
improvements will be delivered?

RTI signs come with significant capital and revenue costs so are targeted at 
the most necessary stops. Officers will report back to local members on the 
scope for funding and technical feasibility of electronic signs in Cheltenham 
High Street as they represent a key set of bus stops in the county.

33. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

What reasons have been given by the Department for 
Transport for rejection of providing additional funding 
based on the Gloucestershire Bus Service 
Improvement Plan?

The DfT stated that the total demand for funding exceeded the amount of funds 
available. DfT said that more national funding for BSIPs may become available 
in the coming months and more specific feedback for local authorities will be 
available in due course. The council has already asked DfT to provide detailed 
feedback.

It should be noted that only around 30% of councils were awarded money in 
this round of bus funding. 

34. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson
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In the Council budget debate £30 - 40 million was 
cited as being the Council's expectation for BSIP 
funding, so what is the future of our bus services and 
the improvement plan without this funding?

This is anticipated to be the first stage of multiple rounds of funding made 
available to councils by DfT. Regardless of this we are continuing to develop a 
strategy for investment and improvement in bus services to ensure they are in 
the best possible health following the impact of Covid 19 on passenger levels. 
Significant internal resources have already been committed to developing 
transport projects with more expected to come.

35. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Philip Robinson

On 1 March 2022, Government announced that the 
Bus Services Support Grant has been extended from 
April until October and that this "is the final COVID-19 
support package the government will provide to the 
sector". What action does the Council take to protect 
local services?  

The Council provides over £3.5m in public and community transport service 
subsidies every year and continues to reimburse bus operators with £6m for 
concessionary fares to keep them at or near pre-Covid levels in order to 
cushion communities from the full impact of reduced passenger levels. These 
efforts are aimed to minimise the changes that will be necessary to sustain the 
bus network as a combination of commercially viable and supported socially-
necessary services.

36. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Mark Hawthorne

What action will the Council take to address the lack 
of transparency about bids to the Levelling Up Fund 
so that the public is aware of what proposals have 
been considered, which have not been included and 
what role local M.P.s may have played in respect of 
proposals not being included in the eventual bids?

In October 2021 the County Council was successfully awarded £12,822,000 
from the first round of the Levelling Up Fund to invest in the Gloucestershire 
Sustainable Travel Corridor, comprising of the Llanthony Road Gloucester 
Southwest Bypass Improvement Scheme and the Gloucester Cycle Spine – 
part of the wider cycle scheme from Stroud to Bishop’s Cleeve. The bid, 
submitted in June 2021, is available to view on the County Council’s website.

Due to the restrictions of the fund, the County Council cannot currently make 
any further levelling up fund bids. This issue should therefore be taken up with 
the relevant District Council(s) to understand what procedures they have in 
place to address your concerns.

37. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Stephen Davies

Why has no clear information been given to the 
Divisional Member about the Council's plans for the 
future use of the former care home, Southfield House 
on Park Road, Stroud?

Please accept our sincere apologies for this oversight. Unfortunately, due to an 
unprecedented turnover of senior staff within the Management Team since the 
Autumn the need to brief Divisional Members of key developments in their ward 
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was overlooked when responsibility for the Project was handed on. We will 
work to ensure that this does not happen again.

38. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Stephen Davies

What public consultation was undertaken, and when, 
in respect of the decision to change the use of the 
former Southfield House to supported 
accommodation for young people?

No public consultation was required to be undertaken in changing the use of 
Southfield House. In line with the work undertaken prior to the delivery of 
Trevone House in Gloucester (a similar project) a public engagement process 
with local residents started in Stroud on Weds 11 May.

39. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Dave Norman 

Why has the consultation on the relocation of Stroud 
Library explicitly linked future service improvements 
and offers, e.g. extended opening hours, to relocation 
to Five Valleys Shopping Centre when some of these 
could in fact be offered in the current or other 
alternative premises?

The consultation does not explicitly link the proposed relocation with extended 
opening hours and the consultation survey itself makes no reference to this.  
The frequently asked questions which accompanied the survey stated that the 
service would investigate whether they could extend opening hours by opening 
on a Thursday afternoon.  No action has been taken by the service to explore 
whether any extension of hours is feasible at either the current or the proposed 
location.

40. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Dave Norman 

How can a consultation exercise be meaningful when 
estimates of the comparative costs of relinquishing 
the County-owned building to become a tenant of a 
property company have not been shared with the 
public?

The consultation focusses on library service provision, ensuring that residents 
have an opportunity to express any concerns regarding the relocation of these 
services.  In particular whether there is any negative impact to library users 
with the proposed relocation.

The detailed financial impact is still under commercial negotiation with the 
developer and is not the subject of the consultation. 

The financial implications will be included in an exempt appendix within the 
final decision-making report, expected to go to Cabinet in June 2022.

41. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Dave Norman 

Why were cost estimates contained in an A CIL bid was made by the library service in September 2021 to Stroud District 
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unsuccessful CIL bid to facilitate relocation of Stroud 
Library (and circulated and published by Stroud 
District Council) not shared with the Divisional 
Member nor members of the public?

Council which contained indicative costs for a proposal to re-locate Stroud 
Library including building works.  The costs included in this bid were based on 
quantified estimated costs and were an initial estimate prior to any detailed 
negotiation undertaken with the developer.  The bid was subsequently rejected 
by Stroud District Council on the basis that the bid was premature, and the 
funding needs unclear.  There was no reason therefore to share these costs 
more widely at the point of consultation.

42. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Carole Allaway Martin

It has taken several years for alternative proposals for 
use of Southfield House to emerge, and no plans for 
Wyatt House have yet been agreed, so how many 
years will it take for any aspirations for alternative 
provision at the site of The Elms to come to fruition?

On average a new development would take three to four years.

43. Questioner’s name: Cllr John Bloxsom Respondent’s name: Cllr Alan Preest

How is attention of the public being drawn to the 
deadline for the submission of public questions when 
that falls in advance of publication of the Council, 
agenda?

We are putting together a webpage on the Council’s site that will set out all the 
ways in which members of the public can participate in council meetings.  This 
will be available within the next few weeks.

In the meantime, we have been exercising flexibility and continuing to accept 
questions so long as they are received by the former deadline (4 clear working 
days in advance).

44 . Questioner’s name: Cllr David Willingham Respondent’s name: Cllr Vernon Smith

Written answers just provided to Commons and 
Rights of Way Committee, suggest that in the 
municipal year 2021/2022 the hard-working Public 
Rights of Way team dealt with four DMMO* 
applications under delegated authority, with a further 
four dealt with by committee, but there were 45 new 
DMMO claims and two new TVG applications during 

Additional resource has been provided to the DMMO Team recently, and the 
recruitment is progressing.  Whilst there are no current plans to further increase 
that resource, the situation will continue to be monitored. 

TVG applications will continue to be considered by Legal Services within 
current resources.
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that year.  This means that as at 31st March 2022 
there were 168 undetermined DMMO applications 
and three outstanding TVG applications.  Given that 
the number of applications made to the Council is 
considerably greater than the number determined by 
the Council, could the Cabinet Member please advise 
what is being done to secure extra staff and other 
resources for this team to help them tackle this 
growing backlog?

(*DMMO - Definitive Map Modification Order, TVG - Town and 
Village Green)
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